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● Powerful tool for heat transfer with applications in laptops, phones, workstations, satellites, and rockets
● Works by continuously condensing and vaporising working fluid in different regions
● Important to accurately model startup behavior to determine potential structural issues

What is a Heat Pipe?

Mathematically Modeling a Heat Pipe

● 2-D adaptable heat pipe mesh with corresponding regions to real world heat pipes
● Consider Partial Differential Equations (PDE) governing relevant phenomena including heat flow, 

phase change, and fluid flow
● Use Finite Element Methods within MOOSE framework to approximate solutions to these PDEs

Abstract

Heat Pipes

Heat pipes act as powerful conductors that transfer heat from one place to 
another using latent heat of evaporation. Their usage can be prevalently 
found in laptops, workstations, and satellites. The device is made of an 
outer metal shell, a wick structure, and a working fluid. However, when the 
heat pipe is exposed to low temperature environment, the working fluid 
freezes, and the start-up from this frozen state can permanently 
compromise the heat pipe if too much heat flux has been input to the 
system. We attempted to numerically simulate the start-up behavior of a 
conventional heat pipe from frozen state using transient finite element 
method as provided in the MOOSE framework. Specifically, we have 
successfully modeled liquid-phase fluid flow and solid-liquid phase change 
for water, and explored potential methods for liquid-vapor phase change. 
Additionally, we have created a heat pipe mesh using radial symmetry that 
consists of all the parts common for a conventional heat pipe.

Heat Flow Fluid Flow Simulations
Heat Equation

● T = T (x,y,t) is Temperature
● 𝜌 is Density
● CP is Specific Heat
● k is Thermal Conductivity
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In this project, we were able to achieve a successfully working 
solid-liquid phase change model. We have also created an adaptable 
heat pipe mesh within MOOSE. Despite having significant difficulties in 
modeling the liquid-vapor phase change, we were able to explore and 
implement options such as the level set method and and the phase 
field method. We also studied fluid flow and implemented preliminary 
models for Navier Stokes using the Pressure Poisson Formulation, as 
well as the multi-phase flow using the compressible Navier Stokes 

Future directions for this project include improving the simulations 
produced through analyses on the various aspects of the involved 
models, combining these methods to a single holistic heat pipe 
simulation, and exploration of other methods of modeling the heat 
pipe behavior. Furthermore, comparisons with real heat pipe data 
would be particularly useful in understanding model efficacy.

● Temperature increases with Heat 
until phase transition point

● Amount of Heat necessary to 
increase temperature at phase 
transition is called Latent Heat

● These effects are crucial to the 
model and are taken into account by 
our governing equations

● Consider toy model (right) where 
dark blue indicates solid and light 
blue indicates liquid

● Must track interface between the 
two phases

● Tracking accomplished using the 
Phase Field Method

● Sharp interface difficult to track 
numerically

● Instead consider smoothly varying 
(diffuse) interface

● Toy model becomes like left 
depiction with diffuse boundary 
between phases

● We now track the movement of this 
diffuse interface

● Big jumps in material properties between states 
● Example: Water shown in table below

Solid Liquid Vapor

Density (kg m-3) 917 997 0.013

Thermal Conductivity (J kg-1 K-1) 2.22 0.598 0.027

Specific Heat (W m-1 K-1) 2108 4187 1996

● In diffuse region, values are linearly interpolated
○ Ex: Density during melting: 𝜌 = 𝜌s + (1 - 𝜙)𝜌ℓ

Two Models Considered
● Hertz-Knudsen — Micro-scale modeling of mass flux

○ Mass Flux - amount of mass moved across the interface in the normal direction
○ Evaporation/Melting dependent on pressure and temperature
○ Assumes near vacuum ambient pressure

● Navier-Stokes — Macro-scale modeling of fluid flow through conservation laws
○ Models density and velocity (Two equations)
○ Used for general fluid flow in both vapor and liquid state
○ Can have problems at high velocity

State Variable Evolution

φ: Phase field variable
ṁ: Mass flux
T: Temperature
𝜌: Density
k: Thermal conductivity
Levap: Latent heat of 
Evaporation

Heat Flow with Latent Heat

Liquid Vapor Phase Change: Naive Approach (Zero velocity)

Antoine Equation

Hertz-Knudsen Equation
● ṁ: Mass flux
● P*: Partial 

Pressure
● T:  Temperature
● A,B,C : 

constants

Solid-Liquid Phase Change with Phase Field Method

● ρ, Cp , k : linearly interpolated
● L, M𝜙 : constants

● 𝜙 = 𝜙(x, y ,t) : state variable
● T = T(x, y, t) : temperature

● H : Latent heat function
● f : Interface function

Heat Equation with Latent Heat

Phase Field Equation

Liquid-Vapor Phase Change with Phase Field Method

● 𝜙 = 𝜙(x, y ,t) is the state variable.
● T = T(x, y, t) is temperature 
● h = h(α, T) : enthalpy
● ṁ = ṁ(α, T) : mass flux
● L,  Mα : constants.
● ρ, Cp, k : linearly interpolated
● F(α) : interface function

Heat Flow with Latent Heat

Phase Field Equation

Fluid Velocity Modeled by Navier-Stokes Equation
● u = u(x, y, t): Velocity vector
● p: Pressure. 
● T: Deviatoric stress tensor
● 𝜌: linearly interpolated
● g: external force

Continuity Equation

Compressible Navier-Stokes

Solid-Liquid Phase Field
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● Blue = solid, Yellow = liquid, Red = vapor, Temperature in K
t=1st=0s

Liquid-Vapor (Naive Approach)

Navier-Stokes Fluid Flow
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